
Forget everything you know about label
dispenser - this one is completely diffe-
rent. Ever had a roll of labels, that did
not fit onto the core? LABEL MAXX has
an adjustable core and takes sizes
from 1˝ (25,4 mm) to 4˝ (101,6 mm).
Forget fumbling around while trying to
fix the end of the label roll for operation.
Enjoy LABEL MAXX’s EASY LOAD
feature - change from one roll to the
other in seconds. LABEL MAXX ´C´

handles a wide range of label sizes,
from 7/8˝ (22 mm) to 6˝ (152 mm) wide,
including rectangular, round and even
transparent types. No complicated set
up: simply plug in, load the labels and
you are ready to go. For applications
with medium to small quantities, LABEL
MAXX ´Ce´ might be the answer. The
same EASY LOAD feature, combined
with a label tray and a front disposal of
the backing paper.

LABEL MAXX
HIGH-TECH LABEL DISPENSING SYSTEMS

The economy version: LABEL MAXX ´Ce´

Load label roll ...

Push satellite roller down ...

Ready to go - that’s EASY LOAD!
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DETAILS LABEL MAXX ‘C’ LABEL MAXX ‘CC’ LABEL MAXX ‘CE’

Media label roll label roll label roll

Capacity OD max 8“ (203 mm) OD max 8“ (203 mm) OD max 6“ (152 mm)

Specific requirements inside core diameter between 1“ and 4“ (25.4 and 101.6 mm)

max. label roll weight 5 lbs (2.5 kg) max. label roll weight 5 lbs (2.5 kg) max. label roll weight 5 lbs (2.5 kg)

Labelsize

Width 7/8“ - 6“ (22 - 152 mm) 7/8“ - 6“ (22 - 152 mm) 7/8“ - 6“ (22 - 152 mm)

Height 5/8“ - 12“ (15 - 304 mm) 5/8“ - 12“ (15 - 304 mm) 5/8“ - 12“ (15 - 304 mm)

Sensor method Maintenance free / micro mechanical sensor

Dispensing speed 2“ (50.8 mm) / sec 2“/ 3“ (50.8 / 76.2 mm) / sec 2“ (50.8 mm) / sec

Counter option No Yes No

Drive system stepper motor stepper motor stepper motor

Power supply 115V / 230 V / 240 V DC 28V/460mA

Dimension (h/w/d) 12 1/4 x 13 x 13 3/8“ (31x33x34 cm) 12 1/4 x 13 x 13 3/8“ (31x33x34 cm) 5 1/2 x 12 1/4 x 13 3/8“ (14x31x34 cm)

Weight 9 lbs (4.5 kg) 9 lbs (4.5 kg) 5 lbs (2.5 kg)
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with exclusiveEASY LOADfeature


